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V.P. Shashkina, Vernadsky Inst., U.S.S.R. Acad. Sci., 19 Kosygin St., Moscow, 
117975. 

The abundance of water in the upper layer of the martian crust and the character of i t 's  distribution 
(as a function of latitude and depth) is one of the most intriguing question of the planet's geological 
history. 

From photogeological studies of the martian surface it follows that many of the observed geomorphic 
features were formed in very ice rich environments in either surface or sub-surface rocks (1-3). In some 
regions of Mars (latitude belts +30-SO0) the surface material seems to be so enriched in ice that original 
features of the cratered terrain have become shapeless (possibly by cryogenic creep) and demonstrate a 
subdued outline (4).  

Moreover, in the same regions we can observe features which were formed by active movement of the 
surface material on table mountain slopes. The morphology of these features resembles terrestrial rock 
glaciers (2).  Some complex erosive features which were formed as a result of interaction between the 
ice-rich permafrost layer and volcanic activity (5,6) are observed in another region of Mars (e.g.  to the 
north of Elysium Planum and northeast of Hellas Basin). Gigantic outflow channels (e.g. Kasei Vallis, 
Maja Vallis, Simud Vallis, Ares Vallis and others) may have been formed by discharge from some very 
large sub-surface water reservoirs (7) which in most cases were localized in the area between Tharsis and 
Arabia Terra. The geographic position of all of the above mentioned geological features and landscapes, 
which were possibly formed within ice-rich regions leads to the suggestion that the ice distribution in upper 
layers of the permafrost is very non-uniform in both latitude and depth. 

It is presently impossible to determine absolute ice content in sub-surface rocks. However, assess- 
ment of the relative ice content (the degree of icing) is quite feasible. For this we used a crater method to 
study inhomogeneities of the upper layers of the martian cryolithosphere (see 8 ,9) .  To obtain information 
on relative ice content within upper layers of the cryolithosphere, fluidized ejecta craters of all sizes were 
examined. An ejecta diameter-crater diameter (DejIDcr) ratio may therefore help to assess the relative 
ice content in the rocks excavated during crater formation. In other words, the higher the ice content of 
the frozen rocks excavated during crater formation, the larger the DejIDcr ratio is. Since any crater with 
fluidized ejecta is characterized by a certain excavation depth of the permafrost, the DejlDcr ratio provides 
a relative value of the ice content within the excavated layer. Hence, one may assess the degree of rock 
icing within the upper layers of the cryolithosphere based on the size of craters excavating the frozen rock 
a t  different depths. 

The data on relative ice content of individual permafrost horizons (in 100 m intervals down to a depth 
of 800 m) was obtained by estimating the mean values of the relative ice content within the various ex- 
cavated layers (see Fig. 1 ) .  From these data a series of maps and profiles of the relative ice content for 
individual permafrost horizons was compiled (Figs 2 ,3 ) .  Examination of these maps and proliles leads to 
the  conclusion that minimal relative ice content in the upper layers of the cryolithosphere coincides with the 
zone of maximum thickness of ice-free rocks (9).  The relative ice content in the martian rocks becomes 
systematically higher from 30° latitude to the poles. Usually the relative ice content becomes higher with 
depth also. Asymetry is observed in the relative ice content between the northern and southern hemi- 
spheres. The values are systematically higher in the northern hemisphere. The work of revealing some 
connection between observed anomalies in relative ice content and both concrete geological features and 
landscape is presently being conducted. 
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Fig.1. Principle of reestirating of the rela- 
tive ice cmtent i n  individual lager. 
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cu Fig.2. kps of relative ice cmtent i n  d i f -  
fergnt depth layers. 
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